Create definition between the yard and garden with the ChiselEdge™ edger, a complementary landscaping component to the classic ChiselWall® wall system.

Three unique face patterns produced with Anchor’s patented Sculpsit® block-molding technology give the ChiselEdge™ edger its distinctive look, evocative of Old World mason-cut blocks. Ideal for outlining patios, walkways and garden beds, the edgers feature a smooth back side for easy leveling and installation.

- Uniquely shaped for installation ease in both straight and curved applications
- A distinctive, sculpted face style that provides superior aesthetics
- Created to keep soil and mulch in place while providing a root barrier to unwanted garden grass and weeds
- The perfect addition to the ChiselWall® wall system, allowing homeowners to install a simple yet beautiful and harmonious look in their yard
How to Install Edgers

Step 1  Lay out the project by using stakes with a string line or garden hose. Dig a trench 6 inches wide and 4 inches deep.

Step 2  Firmly compact the soil in the bottom of the trench with a tamper. Place 1 inch of paver base in the bottom of the trench and firmly compact.

Step 3  Position edger units end to end in the trench. Using a rubber mallet, tamp the edgers firmly into place. Use a carpenter’s level to ensure edger units are uniformly level. Continue to place the units until the desired length of the project is finished.

Step 4  If necessary, edger units may be cut by using a circular saw with a masonry blade or split with a hammer and chisel. Read and understand the operating manual before using a saw. Finish project by firmly packing soil along sides of edger units and replace sod or mulch.